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Trump Promises to Erase the Transgender Community 

For FIVE YEARS, (my BitChute Channel keeps count,) I have rallied against Gender Ideology. 

For FIVE YEARS I have recorded and edited video after video exposing Gender Ideology and the 
menace of Rainbow Pride Poison. 

For FIVE YEARS I have outreached the GOP and AZGOP; the obvious ‘hold-the-line’ party. 

For FIVE YEARS my advocacy fell on deaf ears; no response, little response, pushback or utter 
embarrassment at discussing the ‘gay thing.’ 

I outreached AZGOP 2020 candidates for a five minute audience and only Kari Lake’s campaign 
responded, but didn’t bother watching the accompanying video. The campaign then went silent. 

Then finally a single AZGOP member in Yavapai County, LUCI REYNA WHEAT, heard me, 
understood me and began working with me on THE GENDER GENERATION presentation; “The 
plague and lies of “Gender/Transgender ideology.” 

Now it seems DONALD TRUMP has finally ‘gotten the memo’ and stopped listening to the Rainbow 
Pride Poison whisperings of Richard Grenell and Log Cabin Republicans. (Log Cabin Republicans 
insist on the T in their title, LGBT, and celebrate the LGBTQAI+ lobby’s, Rainbow Pride.) 

It isn’t enough to claim that President Trump never supported Gender Ideology when he 
enthusiastically endorsed and supported Log Cabin Republicans, Richard Grenell and the rainbow 
banner without question in his 2020 campaign material…much like his flawed advocacy for COVID 
vaccines. 

Shallow thinking, bad advice and the wrong advisors. 

Whilst the GOP were twiddling away with internal bickering, traitorous RINOs, elite and 
establishment party politics, the dictator Democrats, along with the Rainbow Pride lobby, BIG 
Pharma and BIG medicine where sterilizing THEIR daughters and castrating THEIR sons. 

Arizona GOP now has a new chairperson, JEFF DEWIT, and a new slate of officials. Is Arizona 
going to fallback on the “Happy Pride Month” wails of the outgoing chairperson, Dr Kelli Ward, or 
are we finally going to save our state, our country and our civil society? 

GOP. Fellow Americans. Patriots… accept your failings and start to FIX THIS! 

YOU HAVE YOUR TRUMPET CALL! 

GET MARCHING! 
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